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Welcome back, here we are at our fourth
appointment with the ARphymedes project!

 

In recent months, our partnership work has moved on several fronts,
if you scroll down you will find the news already available, are you

curious enough?

https://mailchi.mp/79f5a4ca4b24/arphy-4th-newsletter?e=[UNIQID]


A first look at Student Book

The Arphymedes project aims to germinate new educational tools that extrapolate the
most authentic innovations provided by recent scientific and technological developments,
making the approach to learning more immersive and interactive.

The study of Physics may never be the same again, with the injection of augmented
reality (AR) to the original and traditional book. Making the content accessible, dynamic is
our main aim. 



Scroll down and enjoy the first images of the Student Book 

 

What does this first version give us?

The cooperation of the partnership allows us to take a look at this new version of the
Student Book.

The book will tell the story of important milestones in physics, take the student on an
exploration of physics through time and significant events, with the opportunity to
interactively test and experiment with what is presented. 

Through the history of invention we will show the ways and strategies of scientific
discoveries and highlight the importance of questioning acquired knowledge.

A clear and straightforward layout has been created, a two-page structure designed and
imagined specifically to accompany the reading of the content to the exploratory journey
through AR.
A crucial combination that will enhance the educational experience through the
integration of media, apps, augmented reality (AR) in the classroom.
 



What does this first version give us?

The ARphy team is preparing for the next Transnational Project Meeting in Slovakia,
to be held from 1 to 3 March at the University of Saints Cyril and Methodius in Trnava.

This will be a further opportunity for the consortium to share moments together of
exchange, work, and deeper connections, and to proceed harmoniously to the next

phases of our project.

We will share updates and news in our next newsletters

 

Stay tuned for more information and news!
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